1. Introduction. By Bott periodicity the classical groups, their classifying spaces, their homogeneous spaces, Im / and B lm J are infinite loop spaces, and hence the Dyer-Lashof operations act on their mod p homology for p a prime number. We will list the basic properties of the Dyer-Lashof operations in §2. These operations have been calculated in the homology of all these spaces, and the dual operations have also been computed. As applications one can calculate the indecomposable elements of the homology of these spaces over the Dyer-Lashof algebra R and the AR-Hopf algebra maps between any two classical groups or any two of their classifying spaces. In this paper we will summarize our results for BU, BU (the connected and infinité component versions of the classifying space of the infinite unitary group), 0, 50, B Im /and Im /.
T. Kudo [3] , W. Browder [4] , E. Dyer and R. Lashof [ó] , G. Nishida [10] and J. P. May [8] . Theorem 1 summarizes some of their results. THEOREM 
The Dyer-Lashof operations satisfy the following propper ties:
(a) <2°(0)=0 and <2*'(<Ê)=0 if i>0 where </>EH 0 
(B) is the identity element for the loop product in H% (B).
(b) Q*(*)=0if2t<deg 
of H^ (B). (h) (Nishida relations) Let P% :H*(B)-*H*(B) of degree2s(p-1) [of degree -s\be dual to the Steenrod operation P*. Then
We use the convention (i, j) = (i+j) \/i \j lifi^O and f ^ 0 while (i } j) = 0 ifi<0orj<0. Thus the above sum is taken over all integers i.
DEFINITION 2. The Dyer-Lashof algebra R is the quotient algebra F/J where F is the free associative algebra generated by {Q r , $Q r+l \r ^ 0} [by {Q r \ r è 0} ], and J is the ideal of F consisting of all elements which annihilate every element of every infinite loop space. and insisting that the R% satisfy the multiplicative Cartan formula. Then the dual maps R* can be shown to satisfy the above seven properties. Hence R 8 
= Q 8 for all sa O by the algorithm for computing the Dyer-Lashof operations on H*(B U).
Recall
that H*(BXJ)=H*(BU)®Z P (Z) as Hopf algebras where Z P (Z) is the group algebra of the integers over Z p . Elements of iï*(BU) are written x® [i] for xEH*(BU)
and i&ZCZ p (Z). Since the canonical inclusion BU-+BU induces the map x-»x®[0] in homology for xÇzH*(BU), the following theorem together with our knowledge of the Dyer-Lashof operations on H*(BU) tell us how the Dyer-Lashof operations act on iï*(BU).
]] where 7n(p2ü>-i)) is (4-i)* in the dual basis of the basis of H*(B U) which consists of monomials in the Chern classes.
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We will now sketch the applications of the preceding theorems.
Define the R-indecomposables of H*(B U) by
Q*H*(BU) -IH*(BU)/[(IR)(IH*(BU)) + (IH*(BU))*].
The following theorem is a consequence of Theorem 3. 
